**Barneson Boulevard and Tiger Brennan Drive Stage 3**

**McMinn Street temporary closure**

**Changes in place from August 27 2018 to April 2019**

Construction of Barneson Boulevard and Tiger Brennan Drive Stage 3 is underway and work on delivering an attractive and modern entry to Darwin CBD is progressing well.

The next phase of the project requires a temporary closure of McMinn Street between Lindsay and Manton Streets.

The closure of this section of McMinn Street is required to allow deep excavation and installation of trunk services under the new intersection.

Changes to parking in Lindsay and Manton streets will be in place to allow the diverted traffic to proceed safely. Approximately 10 parking spaces in each of Lindsay and Manton streets will be marked as unavailable. Changed vehicle access to Frog Hollow Centre for the Arts will also apply, with entry now via Woods Street with parking provided at the rear of the buildings.

The work on this section is scheduled to start on **Monday 27 August** and will be completed by **April 2019**.

Some noise disruption will be present whilst excavation takes place and will be minimised wherever possible.

We appreciate your patience while we deliver this project that will help relieve pressure on other CBD roads and will provide business, residents, visitors and commuters with a third and iconic entry point to Darwin CBD.

Should you require further information, contact **08 8924 7118** or email transport.planning@nt.gov.au.
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